Abstract. Real and complex interpolation methods, when applied to the couple (H"o(E0; wo), Hpi(Ei ; w^), give what is expected if E0 and E\ are quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions satisfying certain mild conditions and if log(w0'Pow1_ 'Pl) € BMO(iVo, W\ being weights on the unit circle). The last condition is in fact necessary. (It is expected, of course, that the resulting spaces coincide with the subspaces of analytic functions in the corresponding interpolation spaces for the couple (Z/o(£;0 ; u>0) ( u>¡(£, ; wi)).)
Introduction
Let Hp (0 < p < oo) be the classical Hardy space of analytic functions in the unit disc of the complex plane. It is well known by now that for 0 < po, p\ < oo and 0 < 6 < 1 (0.1) (Hp°, HPl)ep = Hp and (//"», HPl)e = Hp, where £ = -y^ + jj-. Here (•, ')ep and (•, •)# denote respectively the real and complex interpolation spaces. Recall that the LP-space version of (0.1) is classical. By using the Riesz projection and the standard factorization of functions in Hp , one can easily derive (0.1) from this LP -space version if p0 and pi are finite. In the case where one of the indices po and p\ is infinite (0.1) is much deeper, and was established by Jones about ten years ago (cf. [J] ). In this paper we extend (0.1 ) in two directions. Our first aim is to examine the weighted version of (0.1). We shall consider weights w on the unit circle T such that logw é L1. Let then Hp(w) be the weighted Hardy space (see the next section for the precise definition). Let wq, Wi be two weights, 0 < Po > Pi < °° and 0 < 9 < 1. We ask whether the following equalities hold: (0.2) (H»°(w0),Hp>(wl))ep = Hp(w) and {H*>(w0), H*{w{))6 = Hp(w), where i = ^ + £■ and w = wP}l~$'>tpowpefpi. Here and below we make the p Po Pi 0 1 convention that H°°(w) = H°° . Recall also that the LP -space version of (0.2) is well known. Very recently, Cwikel, McCarthy, and Wolff [CMW] have studied (0.2) in the case where Po -Pi < oo. They have proved that then (0.2) is true iff log(tuott>, ') G BMO. In this paper, we shall show that in the general case (0.2) holds iff log(w0l/Pow¡ 1/Pl) e BMO. We thus extend the above result of [CMW] to all indices. Moreover, if this BMO condition is satisfied, we establish the following sharp result underlying the first equality in (0.2): If / e HPo(wo) + HPl(wi) is represented as f -fo + f\ with f¡ e LPi{Wj) (j = 0, 1), then there is an another representation f = go + gi with gj e Hp'(Wj) (j = 0, 1) and IIs/IIt/p;^.) < C\\fj\\LPi{Wj) {j = 0, 1), C being a constant independent of /. In terms of the ASfunctionals (see §1) this can be restated as follows: For any t > 0 and any / e HPo(w0) + Hp^{w\) (0.3) K(t, f; Hp°(wo),Hpi(Wl)) < CK(t, /; L*>{w0), Lp^{wx)), where C is a constant depending on p0, p\ and the norm of log(u>Q tu^1^ ') in BMO only.
It is worth noting that results like (0.2) not only are interesting in themselves but also have applications in Analysis. In [CMW] , for example, the case po -Pi has been applied to obtain boundedness conditions for Toeplitz operators on some weighted Hardy spaces. Another interesting case is po < oo and p\ = oo . Then the condition on weights reads as logwo e BMO. It is easy to see that for any weight u e Ll one can construct another weight w0 e Ll such that Wo > u, logu/o e BMO, Jwq is controlled by /w and the BMO-norm of log wo by an absolute constant. By using (0.2) for such wq, it is possible to deduce the result of Bourgain [Bl] stating that every bounded linear operator from the disc algebra to Ll is 2-summing (i.e., the analogue of the famous Grothendieck theorem for the disc algebra holds). See [Kl and K4] for more details.
The second objective of this paper is to study a vector-valued version of (0.1). Given an interpolation couple of (complex) Banach spaces (Eq, E{), we consider the interpolation couple (HPo(E0), Hp' (Z?i)) of Hardy spaces with values in Eq and E\ respectively (cf. the next section for the definition of these spaces). Do we have (0.4) (Hp^E0),Hp^El))ep = HP((EQ, £,))«,), (0.5) (Hpo(E0),Hp'(El))e^fip((Eo,El))e), with i = -îjjjp + j-? Though the answer is negative in general (cf. [BX] ), in many interesting cases it is positive. For example, Bourgain [Bl] proved the following: There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that for any t > 0 and/G//1(/i) + ^1(/n°°) (0.6) K{t, f; Hl(lln),Hl(l™)) < CK(t, /; £»(/»), £»(/«»)).
This yields immediately
(Hl (/' ), Hl (/~))öl = Hl (If), uniformly in n,
where | = 1 -6 and if is the Lorentz space on {1, ... , n} . In [Bl] one can find some interesting applications of (0.6) to the theory of analytic functions in the unit disc. By using a duality-factorization argument of Haagerup and Pisier [HP] , one can easily deduce that (0.6) is still valid if Hl is replaced by Hp for any 0 < p < oo. The case p = oo is of special interest because of several important applications to {q, /?)-summing operators on the disc algebra (cf. [K2, K4 and PI] ).
In this paper, we show that (0.4) and (0.5) are true for certain Banach (and even quasi-Banach) lattices. The result on the real interpolation reads roughly as follows: Given a couple of quasi-Banach lattices (£0, E{) of measurable functions satisfying certain (mild) conditions, we have for 0 < po, px < 00, t> 0 and any / € HP°{E0) + m{Ex) (0.7) K(t, f; Hp«(E0), #"(£,)) < CK(t, f; LP°(E0), Lp'(Ei)), where C is a constant independent of t and /. Recall once more that (0.7) means simply that if / e HPo(Eo) + HPl(Ex) is decomposed as f = fo + fi with fj e LPi(Ej) (j = 0, 1), then one can find another decompositon f = go + gi where g¡ e Hp>(Ej) (7 = 0, 1) and the magnitude of the norm of g¡ in
Hp'(Ej) is roughly the same as that of fj in LP'(Ej) (7 = 0,1). We show that (0.7) is also true in many cases for p0 = px = 00. (0.7) implies, of course, (0.4). These results generalize those in [XI] . With the similar conditions on E0 and Ex, we also prove (0.5).
Note that in fact we establish weighted versions of (0.4)-(0.7). The techniques used in this paper are based on [K1-K4] and partly on . They heavily rely upon standard facts of the theory of analytic functions in the unit disc (such as the outer function construction, factorization) and Fourier analysis (weighted norm inequalities, etc.). The first-named author has used similar techniques to study linear topological properties of spaces of analytic functions, especially, of the disc algebra. In particular, he has found simpler proofs of many results of Bourgain (cf. [Bl, B2] ), as well as certain new facts on (q, p)-summing operators on the disc algebra. The second named author has applied these techniques to some partial cases of the problems considered in the present paper. Though probably somewhat tricky, our methods have the advantage of giving in most cases explicit formulae for the functions desired. Note also that our constructions leading to the decompositions expressed by (0.3) and (0.7) are rather short; on the other hand, the case of the complex interpolation method will require more patience from the reader.
Let us mention the Pisier has also recently been considering the interpolation problem for Hardy spaces. He has elaborated a very elegant method completely different from ours that gives certain of our results (for example, (0.7) for some quasi-Banach lattices, cf. [P2]). His method, however, does not seem to work in the weighted case and also in the case of the complex interpolation for vectorvalued Hardy spaces. It should be noted that Pisier's method is easily extendable to give results like (0.7) if E0, E¡ are Schatten classes; it leads also to some other noncommutative generalizations.
Finally, we note that one can also consider interpolation problems for Hardy spaces defined by real variable methods (i.e., in terms of maximal functions or harmonic vector fields, etc.). For them the problems in question are of very different nature and the answers are known for the most part. In particular, analogues of (0.1) and its vector-valued versions (0.4) and (0.5) hold. We refer to [FRS] for the real interpolation, to [JJ] for the complex interpolation and to [BX] for the vector-valued case.
The paper is organized as follows. We present the necessary preliminaries in §1. In §2, we prove that the BMO condition mentioned at the beginning is necessary for (0.2). The real interpolation results for weighted Hardy spaces of scalar-valued functions are presented in §3. Section 4 is devoted to the complex interpolation. In § §5 and 6 the same is done for weighted Hardy spaces of vector-valued functions. Formally, the material of § §3 and 4 is covered by § §5 and 6, but we have decided to present the scalar case separately because of its importance and the fact that the proofs are then slightly less involved. In §7, we deal with the limit case of (0.7) where Po= Pi = oo.
Preliminaries
Let D be the unit disc of the complex plane, T the unit circle equipped with normalized Lebesgue measure m . Given 0 < p < oo, we denote by Hp the classical Hardy space of analytic functions in D. Identifying functions in Hp with their boundary values on T, we may regard Hp as a closed subspace of LP(T;m) = LP.
For 1 < p < oo we denote by Ap the class of all weights on T satisfying the Muckenhoupt yip-condition (cf. [GR, T] ). Let H and M be respectively the Hilbert transform and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator on T. Recall that w G Ai iff Mw < Cw , a.e. on T for some constant C and that Ap c Aq if p < q. Recall also that if w e Ap (1 < p < oo), then H and M are bounded operators from Lp(w) (-LP(wdm)) into itself; if w G Ai, they are bounded from Ll(w) into weak-Ll (w). We shall need the following (now classical) characterization of ^-weights (cf., e.g., [T and GR] ).
Jones' Factorization Theorem. A weight v is in Ap (1 < p < oo) if and only if there exist Ai-weights vq and vx such that v -vqv\~p . Moreover, for each fixed p the Ai-constants of v0 and vi can be estimated in terms of the Apconstant of v and vice-versa.
Note that the "if part is quite easy (cf., e.g., [GR] ). The theorem implies, in particular, that every ^-weight v can be written in the form v = UoVf1 with Vo, Vi G Ai . We shall need similar factorizations with richer structure (note that in fact many of them are implicit in [T and GR] ). Lemma 1.1. Given two Ai-weights v0, Vi and a number K > 2, one can find two weights wo, «i satisfying voV [l = (uqu~[1) 2K and \H(uo)\ < Cuq, M(u2) < Cu2-(j -0, 1). Here C depends only on K and the Ai-constants of v0 and Vi.
Proof. Set ^o = 1 and inductively + v-^K{M{v\lKWli))V\ Since vjl g Ai c Ak c A2k , it follows that M is bounded on LK(v~l) and H on L2k{Vq{) . Hence there is a constant C such that NttlliP < C\\y"-i\\L2K < < C"||^oIIl2* = C".
Therefore, the series Yln>o(2C)~ny/n = V converges in L2K and it is immediate that \H(v0l/2Ky/)\ < 2Cv¡/2Ky/, M{v)IKy/2) < 4C2vl/Ky/2, j = 0, 1. Hence, we can take u¡ -vlj/2Ky/ {j = 0, 1). ü
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 1.2. By the construction, y/ is in L2K . Since on the unit circle every Ai -weight is integrable, we have also that vJ K G L2K . Thus, u¡ G LK , that will be of some use in the sequel. In this paper, we shall consider only weights w satisfying logw e Ll. This is true for all nonzero ^-weights. If log tu G Ll, there exists an outer function q> in D with \q>\ -w a.e. on T. Given 0 < p < oo, we define the weighted Hardy space Hp(w) by Hp(w) = {/: />>/* G Hp} and for feHp (w) \\f\\Hnw) = \\f<Pl/P\\H*=(JT\f\Pwdw^ ".
Clearly, Hp(w) is a closed subspace of LP{w). The reader is referred to [G, GR and T] for more information on Hardy spaces.
We now describe vector-valued Hardy spaces. Let (Q, p) be a measure space. We suppose it is tr-finite for the sake of simplicity. By a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (Q, p.) we mean any complete quasi-normed space (E, || • ||) of //-measurable functions subject to the following condition: if f £ E and g is measurable such that \g\ < |/| a.e. on Q, then g e E and Usll < 11/11. Let 0 < a < oo . Define E^ = {x: \x\aeE} and \\x\\EM = \\ \x\a\\lJa for x G £(a).
Then £(a) is also a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (Q, p). For technical reasons, we shall always assume that for some a > 0 E^ admits an equivalent Banach lattice norm. Since every Banach lattice of measurable functions on a cr-finite measure space possesses a strictly positive order continuous functional (cf., e.g., [KA, Chapter 4, §1, Theorem 5] ), it follows that E embeds into Lr(Q., (pdp) for some density (p with <p > 0 a.e. on the support of E. Replacing tp by a smaller function we can assume that / (p dp < oo. Given 0 < p < oo, we define LP{E) -LP(E ; T) as the space of all measurable functions / on (T x il, m x p) such that f(z,')eE for almost every z G T and the function z !-»■ \\f(z, -)\\E is in LP . The quasi-norm in this space is given by the expression (JT \\f(z, -)\\PE dm(z)){lp (with the usual convention for p = oo). Then LP(E) is a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (Txfi, mxp) and it embeds into U (T x Q, m x <p dp), where 5 = min (/>, r) and <p is the density described above.
By HP(E) we denote the subspace of LP(E) consisting of all the functions / such that for some 0 < s < oo, f(-,co)eHs for almost every co eil. We shall often say in this situation that / is analytic in the first variable. Clearly, we can take min(p, r) for s, and the above embedding allows us to prove that HP(E) is a closed subspace of LP(E).
We remark at once that the above definition of LP(E) is different from the usual one that we are going to describe now. If X is a quasi-Banach space and 0 < p < oo, it is customary to define LP{X) = LP{X ; T) as the space of all strongly measurable X-valued functions / on T such that ||/||x G LP (f is said to be strongly measurable if it is a pointwise norm-limit of a sequence of simple functions). For distinguishing this latter space from that defined previously, we shall denote it by LP(X). The corresponding Hardy space is denoted by HP(X) . This is the closure in LP{x) of all complex polynomials with coefficients in X if 0 < p < oo, and for p -oo (if X is a Banach space) this is the closed subspace in L°°(X) of all functions whose Fourier coefficients vanish on negative integers. Thus for a quasi-Banach lattice E we have two couples of spaces, LP{E), HP(E) and LP(E), HP(E), which do not coincide in general. There are, however, many cases in which LP{E) -LP(E) and HP(E) = HP(E). For example, this is true for 0 < p < oo if E is a reflexive Banach space, and a fortiori, if E is a UMD space.
Recall that a UMD space is a Banach space X such that the Hilbert transform H induces a bounded operator from L2(X) into itself. We shall denote this induced operator still by H, though probably it would be more rigorous to write H ® idx • It is well known that if X is a UMD space then H is also bounded from LP(X) into itself for every 1 < p < oo. Recall also that L9(£2, p) is UMD for 1 < q < oo. See [B3, Bu] for information on UMD spaces.
Given a quasi-Banach lattice E of measurable functions we shall often need that E^ be UMD for some a > 0. By this we mean that E^ admits an equivalent Banach lattice norm for which is(a) becomes a UMD space. Note that in this case E^ is also UMD for all ß > a. This can easily be seen from the formula (Hf)2 = f2 + 2H(fH(f)) (that allows us to pass from a to 2a) and interpolation. Now we turn to describe elementary notions from the interpolation theory (see [BL] for more information). Let (X0, X{) be an interpolation couple of quasi-Banach spaces. We denote by X0 + Xx and X0 n Xi respectively the sum and intersection of X0 and Xi. Let t > 0 and x e X0 + Xx. Define K(t,x;X0,Xi) = inf{||x0|U0 + *ll*ilk : x = Xo + xu Xj £XJt j = 0, 1}. This is the so-called íT-functional. Given 0 < 0 < 1, 0<#<oo,we define a°° dt\xlq (t-eK(t,x;X0,Xi)y^j , xeXQ + Xi, and (X0, Xi)Bq = {x G *o + Xi : ||x||ei/ < oo}. Then (X0, Xi)6q, equipped with the quasi-norm || • ||0i, is a quasi-Banach space. This is the real interpolation space of X0 and Xi with parameters 0 and q.
There exists another (equivalent) way to construct this space by means of the so-called /-functional. Let for t > 0 J(t,x;X0,Xi) = max(\\x\\x0, t\\x\\Xl), xeX0nXi.
Define ||*||*;j = inf( f; (2-"eJ(2n,xn;Xo,Xi))« \n=-oo where the infimum is taken over all representations of x as oo x= ^2 xn, xn G X0 n Xi (n G Z),
'it
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the series converges in Xq + Xx. Then it is well known that OMI* < ||*||*;/ < C||*||*, V* G X0 + Xl, where C is a constant depending only on 0 on q . Therefore (Xo,Xl)99 = {xeX0 + Xi: ||*||*;/ <oo}.
We shall also need interpolation spaces constructed by the complex method.
The classical construction of Calderón [C] for Banach spaces needs some minor modifications for the quasi-Banach space setting (cf. e.g., [CMS] ). Let S? = {ÇGC:0<ReÇ<l} and si be the family of the complex functions analytic in the strip 5?, continuous and bounded on the closed strip S?. Then || • \\q is a quasi-norm on Xq n Xi . The completion of X0 n Xx with respect to it is denoted by {Xq , Xx)g , which is the complex interpolation space of Xq and Xx with parameter 0 . It is well known that this definition coincides with the classical one if Xq, Xx are Banach spaces (cf. [S] ). We shall freely use the following well-known results (cf. [BL] ; these results are stated and proved in [BL] for Banach spaces. The proofs there, however, easily extend to quasi-Banach space setting). Let (X0, Xx) be an interpolation couple of quasi-Banach spaces and O<0<1, 0 <Po,px<oc. Then
where £ = -^ + §¡ • If ^o and Xx are quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions, we can easily show that the above equalities hold also for the couple (LPo(Xq), LPi(Xx)). We shall see that for many couples of quasi-Banach lattices, Hardy space versions of these results hold. We have chosen to work with the interpolation couple (HP°(E0), HP'(EX)) rather than {HP»(E0), HP>(EX)) for the sake of simplicity. Since we proceed with the help of certain explicit formulae, all the results stated below transfer to the couple (HPo(Eq) , HPi (Ex)) with essentially the same proofs; the case of the spaces with tilde would, however, require routine but somewhat nasty discussions of approximability by simple functions that we prefer to avoid.
Necessity of the BMO-condition
The main result of this section is the following theorem. We shall use the convention that L°°(w) = L°° , H°°{w) = H°° , wl/°° = 1.
Theorem 2.1. Let Wq, wx be weights on T such that logiu, € Ll (j = 0, 1) and let 0<p0,px < oo. If there exists 0 < 0 < 1 such that (2.1) Hp(w) c (HPo(w0), HPl(wx))eo0 , (continuous inclusion),
where I = i^ + £ and w = wp0(l~e)lp<iwpei,H , then loè(w01/Pow;i/p>) G BMO.
The reader is referred to [G, GR] or [T] for the definition of BMO. Since (Xo, Xx)ep c (Xo, Xi)^ for an arbitrary couple of quasi-Banach spaces (Xq, Xx), Theorem 2.1 implies immediately that the BMO-condition is necessary for the first equality in (0.2). It is also necessary for the second equality if po,px > 1 (because (Xo, Xx)e c (Xq, Xi)^ if Xo and Xx are Banach spaces). We conjecture that this last restriction on p0, px is in fact irrelevant.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall exploit an idea from [CMW] . Suppose that one of po and px is not infinite (otherwise there is nothing to prove), say po < oo . Multiplying all the spaces by an outer function with modulus wx'P{, we can, and do assume wx = 1.
For t > 0, let <pt and y/t be outer functions such that \q>t\ = min(l, twQl/Po), \y/t\ = min(l, r 1Wq1/Po) , a.e. on T. Now suppose logtü01/p° £ BMO. Then by Lemma 1.2 in [CMW] , for every e > 0 there exist t > 0 and z e D such that (2.2) \tpt(z)\ + \y/t(z)\<e;
(avoiding to reproduce the proof of that, we mention only that it is short and is based on exploiting the Garcia norm on BMO). Considering tPowo instead of wq , we may assume t = 1. exp j \og(\F\ + \Fq\ + \Fx\)Pzdm
where C is a constant depending on Co , p and p¡ (j = 0, 1 ). Therefore
Combining the preceding inequalities with (2.4) we obtain
Now note that F can be an arbitrary element of the unit ball of Hp, so supp \F(z)\ > (1 -\z\2)~llp (see the remark below). Taking into account (2.2) and setting s = (1 -|z|)1/í,0(l -Izl)-1^', we arrive at
(1 -\z\2)-xlp < 3C(ee + ex~8)(l -\z\)~xIp , which yields a contradiction if e is sufficiently small. This proves Theorem 2.1. □ Remark. Let z e D and 0P)Z be the evaluation functional at z defined on Hp by Q>P<Z(F) = F(z). In the above proof, we implicitly used the elementary fact that the norm of 0P;Z is of the same order as (\ -\z\)~xlp . In fact, we precisely have that ||i>p,z|| = (1 -\z\2)~xlp. This is easy to prove. Indeed, by factorization, it suffices to show this for p = 2. Then consider the Cauchy kernel
Thus it follows that ||02>z|| = \\VWhi = (1 -|z|2)~1/2 . We give an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. It is of interest in connection with the analytic projection constructed in [B2] (see also [K2, K4] for another construction).
Corollary 2.2. Let w be a weight such that logw el1. Suppose that there exists an operator Q projecting boundedly LPo(w) onto HPo(w) and at the same time LPl(w) onto HPi(w) for some 1 <po,px < oo, Po ^ Pi. Then logiu G BMO.
Note that, conversely, if log«; G BMO, then one can easily construct a projection Q from LP(w) onto Hp(w) that is continuous for p in a certain interval (a, b) . One can vary a and b (not independently). In particular, it is possible to take a = 1. It is not clear at the time of this writing if one can always ensure (a, b) -(1, oo).
Weighted Hardy spaces: The real interpolation
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let wq and wx be weights on T such that log to, G Lx (j = 0,1). Let 0 < po,px < oo. If \og(w0x/Pow~x/Pl) G BMO, then there exists a constant C depending only on Wj and p¡ (j = 0, 1) such that for any t > 0 and any f G H»° (w0) + HPl (wx ) (3.1) K(t, f; Hpo(w0),Hp>(wx)) < CK(t, f; Lp°(w0), Lp^(wx)).
Remark. Note that in the case Po = px < oo Theorem 3.1 has already been proved in [CMW] . The proof of [CMW] does not seem to be adaptable to give Theorem 3.1 for po / px. The same remark applies to Theorem 4.1 below on the complex interpolation of weighted Hardy spaces. Before proving Theorem 3.1, we give an immediate consequence of it. Note first that the reverse inequality to (3.1) is evident (with C = 1). Recall also that for 0 < 0 < 1 (Lp«(wo),Lp>(wx))ep = Lp(w),
where ± = -^ + ¿ and w = wl(x-6)IP(,wpeiPi (cf. [BL] ).
Corollary 3.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, for any given 0 < 0 < 1 and 0 < q < oo, the quasi-norm on (HPo(wo), HPl(wx))6q is equivalent to that induced on it by the quasi-norm of (LPa(wo), LPl(wx))eq . Consequently (Hp°(wo),Hpi(wx))ep = Hp(w),
where L = 1=1 + ± and w = wp{x-6)/l">wpe/p>.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To exclude the trivial case Po = Pi = oo, we assume that 0 < po < oo and 0 < px < oo. After multiplying all the spaces by an outer function with modulus wx'Px, we may, and do assume wx s 1 and log Wo G BMO. It is well known that logw0 G BMO iff there exist y > 0 and v G Ai such that wq -vy, both y and the ^2-constant for v depending on the BMO-norm of logizo only (cf. [GR, T] ). We factorize v as v -vqv^x with uo, vi G Ai, and then apply Lemma 1.1 to K = kp0/y, with k a sufficiently large integer (we need, among other things, kp0 > 2y, since K > 2). We obtain a representation u>o -(uou~[x)2kpt> with (3.2) \H(u0)\<Cuo; (3.3) M(u2) < Cu2j (j = 0,1).
We need the following majoration lemma.
Lemma 3.3. If k is so large that kpi > 1, then for every positive a^O in LP1 there exists a positive function b bounded away from zero and satisfying (3.4) b>a,a.e.on T;
(3.5) Hôlli,, < C\\a\\m ; (3.6) \H(uobxl2k)\ < Cu0bx'2k, a.e. on T.
Proof. If px = oo, we take simply b = \\a\loo, then (3.6) follows from (3.2). Otherwise we set ao -(a + e)l/2k with e > 0 very small and, inductively, a" = UQX\H(uoan-X)\, n > 1. By (3.3) and "if part of Jones' factorization theorem, u^2kpx = (wg)1-'1"1"^ G Ax+kpi. Since 2kpi > 1 + kpx > 1, H is bounded on L2kpt(u^2kP{) ; so there exists a constant C (independent of a) such that KH¿*, < CK||£»n < < C"||a0||L2^ < Cn\\a\\x¿2k.
It is straightforward that the function b defined by b=\Y(2C)-"an)
enjoys the desired properties.
The following lemma is the crucial point of the present proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let fo G LP°(wo), f G LPX. Then there exists a function G G H°°s uch that
where C is a constant depending only on wq , Po and px.
Supposing that this lemma has already been verified, we can finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 as follows. Let t > 0 and / G Hp°(w0) + HPl. Take /0 G LP°(wo) and fx G LP1 suchthat f = fo + fi and ll/ollw.(«o) + fll/illi* < 2K(t, f; Lp°(w0), IP).
Applying Lemma 3.4 to fo and fx, we find G G H°° satisfying (3.7) and (3.8).
Then f=(l-G)f+Gf = g + h, where g = (1 -G)f, h = Gf. By (3.7)
Similarly, by (3.8) ||A||jyi < C||/i||Lpi . Since /, G are analytic, we deduce that g G Hp°(w0), heHp> and Mm«*) + illAllff'. < C(\\fo\\mwo) + tWflWvi)
This shows (3.1).
It remains to prove Lemma 3.4. Let k be a large integer such that kpo > 1 and kpx > 1 (and also kpo > 2y, that has been supposed from the very beginning). Let b be the function given by Lemma 3.3 when applied to a = \fx |. Define a=max{l,|/o01/2fc}, F1=u0b^2k + iH(u0bl'2k), F2 = Uobx'2ka + iH(uobxl2ka). By Remark 1.2, uobxl2k , uobl/2ka G L? if k is large enough; k will then be assumed to ensure that property. Then, Fx, F2 are in H2 and their real parts are strictly positive a.e. on T. Hence the function F = FXF2 is analytic. By (3.6) |*i| < (1 + C)uobx'2k . On the other hand, \F2\ > u0b^2ka. Therefore, \F\ < Ca~l. It follows that F e H°° and \\F\\Hoo < C. Now define G = 1 -(1 -F2k)2k . Then G G H°° and |G| < C\F\2k < Ca~2k . In particular, ||G||tfoc < C, and thus to check (3.7) and (3.8) it suffices to show that ||G7o||l'i < C||/i||lpi , 11(1 -G)fx\\m(Wa) < C||/o||//o(u;0).
The first inequality is easy to prove. Indeed \Gfo\<C\f0\a-2k<Cb, and it is sufficient to refer to (3.5). For the second inequality, note that
Since wo = (uou\~x)2kp", we see that the second term in the brackets on the right is \\H(uobx'2k(a-l))\\2¿kPo{u-uPoy By (3.3), u~2kpo G Ax+kpo and thus H is bounded on L2kP°(uï2kp°). It follows that the second term on the right in (3.9) is majorized by the first one. Since (a -\)2kb < \fo\, we obtain the desired estimate
which concludes the proof. D
Remarks, (i) The above proof of Theorem 3.1 shows in fact that the constant C in (3.1) depends only on po, px and the norm of log(wQPowl~x'Pt) in BMO.
(ii) Lemma 3.4 gives also a similar /-functional estimate for the couple of the quotient spaces
Explicitly, we have a constant C such that for any t > 0 and any / in the intersection of these quotient spaces there exists / G LPo(wo) n LPl (wx) which represents the class / simultaneously in both quotient spaces and satisfies Note, however, that this latter /-functional estimate for the quotient spaces is in fact equivalent to the A^-functional estimate (3.1) described in Theorem 3.1. This follows from a simple but very useful observation of Pisier [P2] stating that such K-and /-functional estimates are formally equivalent in the general situation of two couples (Ao, Ax) c (Xo, Xi).
Weighted Hardy spaces: The complex interpolation
In this section, we shall prove the following counterpart of Corollary 3.2 for the complex interpolation. Theorem 4.1. Let 0 < po, Pi < oo and w0,wi be weights such that log w;; G Ll (7 = 0,1). If \og(wx0lPawx~xllh) G BMO, then for every 0 < 0 < 1 (4.1) (HP°(wo),HP>(wi))e = HP(w),
where ± = 1=*-+ f and w = wp(x-e)/Powpe/Pl.
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need the following technical lemma on the existence of certain analytic decompositions of unity, which is of independent interest. Lemma 4.2. Let 0 < p < oo and w be a weight such that log w G BMO. Then for every positive function a G LP(w) there exist b G LP(w) and a sequence {<Pn}nezC H°° satisfying the following properties (4.2) b>a, a.e. on T; (4.3) \\b\\U(w) < C\\a\\u{w) ; (4.4) \\<p"\\h°° < C, VkgZ; (4.5) \<pn\x/4b < C2n, a.e. on T, VwgZ; (4-6) Enez\<Pn\x/42n < Cb, a.e. on T; (4-7) Y,nez'Pn = 1, a.e. on T, where C is a constant depending only on w on p.
Before passing to the proof of the lemma we note that (4.5)-(4.7) mean that the <p" 's behave roughly as the functions ;f{2»-i<zK2"} > Dut have an advantage of being analytic. Here and in the sequel, Xe denotes the characteristic function of a subset ecT.
Proof. Take a large integer k (we need, among other things, kp > 1) and represent, as in §3, the weight w in the form w = (uouxx)2kp so that (3.2) and (3.3) hold.
We assume first that a is bounded, say a <2N a.e. on T for some integer N. We now define by induction two sequences {Gn}n<N c H°° and {£"}"<# C L°° as follows.
Let Gn = 1, bff = a. Then define inductively for n < N-1 an = max{l, (bn+x2-")xl4k},
where ô e (0, 1) is a constant to be specified later (S will not depend on a,N). By using (3.2) and Remark 1.2, we easily check, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, that Fn, G" G H°° (if k is large enough) and, moreover (4.8)
\F"\<Ca~x <C, \G"\ < C\F"\X6k < Ca~X6k < C.
Define <p" = G"-Gn-X (n < N). Then q>n e H°° and ||ç>"||//<» < C.
From the definition of bn (4.9) a < bn+x <bn< bn+x + C2" , Vn < N.
It then follows that {b"}"<N is a decreasing sequence of positive bounded functions on T. Denote by b the a.e. limit of this sequence as n -* -oo. Then clearly (4.10)
S. V. KISLIAKOV AND QUANHUA XU a < b < bn + C2n , Vn<N which gives, in particular, (4.2).
We are going to check that the functions b, {<pn}n just defined satisfy (4.2)-(4.7). We have already verified (4.2) and (4.4). Now by (4.10), for n < N \<Pn\x/4b < \Gn\xl\bn+x + C2"+x) + \Gn-x\l'\bn + C2m) < \Gn\xl4bn+x + \Gn-X\xlAbn + C2n < C2\ in view of (4.8) and the definition of an . This proves (4.5). It follows from (4.5) that the series 2^n<N <pn converges absolutely a.e. on T. Its sum is evidently equal to 1 a.e., that is, (4.7) holds. Hence, it remains to check (4.3) and (4.6). Fix n < N. We are going to estimate ||¿>"||lp(w) • We assume for the moment p < oo. We have II^/iIIl"^) < CHalli^u,) + CÔ\\bn\\Lp(W).
Taking ô = (2C)~X, we get finally \\b"\\if{w) < C\\a\\i,(w), Vn<N-l, which then yields (4.3) by letting n -+ -oo for /> < oo.
If p = oo, (4.3) is easy. Indeed, taking / = min{« : a < 2"} , we clearly have a" = 1, F" = 1 and G" = 1 for n > /. So b will not exceed C2' uniformly on T.
From (4.5), we see that the series Y,n<N\<pn\l/42n converges a.e. on T; so letting n -> -oo in (4.11), we obtain b = a + ôY\<Pn\l/42", n<N which shows (4.6) with C = ö~l . This shows Lemma 4.2 in the case of bounded a.
The general case can be derived from this special one by a limit argument that we are going to describe now. Replacing a by a slightly bigger function, we may assume that a is bounded away from zero on T. Then apply the result just proved to ûA2" (N = 1, 2, ... ). We obtain bfi, {(pnN}n<N satisfying (4.2)-(4.7) with a A2N instead of a. From (4.2) and (4.3) we deduce that log ¿at G Lx. Let BN be an outer function with modulus b^ ■ Then (4.3) shows that BN eHp(w) and \\P'n\\hi>{w) < C||a A 2 \\is{w) < CIIûIIlpçu,).
Denote by cp an outer function with modulus wl/p . We see that {q>Bx} is a bounded sequence in Hp . So passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that {(pB^} converges to some analytic function G uniformly on every compact subset of D. Define B = G<p~x. Then we deduce that B^ converges to B uniformly on every compact subset of D. Let¿ = \B\. Clearly I|6||li>(u,) < CUflllio^), giving (4.3). To prove that b satisfies (4.2) we note that for No < Nx bNi >2A,|Aa> 2"° A a.
Let AN be an outer function with modulus 2N A a. Then \Bnx\ > \Anq\ a.e. on T. It follows that for 0 < r < 1 and Ç G T \BNi(rC)\>\ANo(rQ\.
Letting first Nx -> oo then r -» 1, we get b>2N°Aa, that yields (4.2). Now by (4.4) we may assume that for each n G Z the sequence {<phn} converges to an analytic function <pn uniformly on every compact subset of D. It is clear that the q>n 's are in H°° and satisfy (4.4). For (4.5) we have \<PnN\1/4\BN\ <C2" a.e. onT, VaigZ, which, together with the subharmonicity of |c»"iv|^4|ßv|, gives \<PnN(rQ\x/4\BN(rQ\ <C2n, 0 < r < 1, f G T.
Then (4.5) follows by the same limit procedure as above. (4.6) is proved similarly, and (4.7) can easily be derived by passing to the limit as N -* oo, that can be justified by means of (4.5) and (4.6). Thus the proof of Lemma 4.2 is completed. D
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The following result is well known (cf., e.g., [BL] ; there the result is stated for Banach spaces, but the proof is easily extendable to the quasi-Banach space setting) (LPo(w0),LP'(wx))e = LP(w).
Hence by interpolation (HP°(wo),HP>(wx))ecHP(w).
So it remains to prove the reverse inclusion. For this, we assume, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that wx = 1, logizo G BMO, 0 < po < oo and 0 < px < oo. Let then / G Hp(w) with ||/||#p(u,) < 1. We shall construct a function F e 9r(HP'>(wo),HP^) such that \\F(6) -f\\HP(w) < 1/2, \\F\\r(ipo(wo),Hi'i) < C, with a constant C independent of /. An easy iteration argument will then show that / G (HPo(wo), H*)e with ||/||e < C . We can find positive functions go G LP°(wo) and gx G LP1 such that l/l < So^V' a-e-on T and IISolU'o^o) < 1, Hgillz* < 1.
We may evidently assume that also logg, G L1 (j = 0, 1). Then let hj be an outer function with modulus gj (j = 0, 1). Define fo = (fhl-xhxe)hl\-e, fx=hex.
Clearly, / = fofx, fo, f are analytic functions satisfying |/o|<go'-e, l/i|<<??a.e.onT. Now applying Lemma 4.2 to a = go, p = Po and w = wo (resp. a = gx, p =px and wx = 1) we get b0, {<pn,o}n€Z (resp. bx, {(p",x}nez) as in that lemma. In particular, IIMwKta.) < CUoWlpo^) < C, \\bx\\m < C\\gx\\m < C. The essential idea of the proof of the above statement is almost the same as that of the proof of Lemma 4.2 (see [X2] for a similar lemma in the nonweighted case). Using this refinement of Lemma 4.2 and arguments of [X2] , we can show the following weighted version of the main result of [X2] .
Let 1 < po, Pi < oo, po ¥= Pi and w0, wi be weights such that log tu, g L1 (j = 0, 1). Suppose log(wQPowíxtpí) g BMO. Then for every function f G Hpo(wo)+HPi(wx) there exists a linear operator T defined on LP"(wo)JrLP{ (wx) such that T(f) -f which maps LP'(wj) into Hp'(Wj) (j -0, 1) and whose norms on these spaces are dominated by a constant depending only on po, px and the BMO-norm of \og(w\jp'w\x,Px).
This result is much stronger than Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 (in the case where 1 < Po, Pi < oo, Po t¿ Pi) ■ An interesting consequence of it is that with the above hypotheses on p0, Pi and w0,Wi, (HPo(wo), HPl(wx)) is aCalderón-Mitjagin couple. The reader is referred to [X2] for more discussion and consequences of this kind of results.
Vector-valued
Hardy spaces: The real interpolation
From now on we shall deal with Hardy spaces of functions with values in quasi-Banach lattices. All quasi-Banach lattices will be those of measurable functions on a measure space (Q, p). They will be subject to the conditions described in §1.
Let w be a weight on T such that log w e Ll. Denote by cp the outer function with modulus w . For a quasi-Banach lattice E on (Q, p), the weighted spaces LP(E,w) and Hp(E,w) are defined as follows:
LP(E; w) = {f: fwxlp G L"(E)} -{/: fç,1'" G LP(E)}, HP(E;w) = {f:f<px/PeHP(E)}.
H is bounded from LP(X ; w) into itself (the proof of that is the same as in the scalar case, cf. [CF] ).
For technical reasons it is convenient to introduce a definition formalizing the property expressed by Lemma 3.3. We begin with the nonweighted case because of its importance.
Definition 5.1. Let 0 < p < oo. A quasi-Banach lattice E of measurable functions on (Q, p) is said to have p-majoration property if there exists K > 0 such that for every integer k > K the following is true. Given a positive function a G LP(E), there exists b G LP(E) satisfying (5.1) b>a,a.e. on Txfi;
(5.2) \\b\\u(E) < C\\a\\u{E) ; (5.3) \H(b(-, wyi2k)\ < Cb(-, co)l'2k a.e. onTxfi, where C is a constant independent of a (it is allowed for C to depend on k).
Note that it is assumed implicitly in (5.3) that H(b(-, 0})ll2k) can be interpreted as a bimeasurable function on T x Q. The exponent \/2k does not look very natural, but we have taken it for uniformity reasons (compare with Lemma 3.3 and Definition 5.6 below). Now we give some examples.
Lemma 5.2. If E^ is UMD for some a > 0 then E has p-majoration property for 0 < p < oo. The space L°°(Q) has p-majoration property for 0 < p < oo.
This will follow from Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 5.9 below. Now let E0, Ex be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (Q, p). Then clearly (HPo(Eo), HPl(Ex)) is an interpolation couple for 0 < Po,Pi < oo. Moreover, (^p\fÀ , &$]) can also be viewed as an interpolation couple, since the both quotient spaces embed into HHL^'tl/u)) f°r some small s > 0 and some density <p. So we may consider K-and /-functionals for these spaces. The main results of this section are the following two theorems and their weighted counterparts discussed later on. Theorem 5.3. Let 0 < po < oo, 0 < px < oo, Eq, Ex be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (Q, p). Suppose that E^ is a HMD-space for some a > 0 and Ei has pi -majoration property. Then for any t > 0 and any f&HP°(Eo) + HP>(Ei), Remarks (they apply also to Theorems 5.10 and 5.11 below). (i) Of course, (5.4) and (5.5) can be reversed (with C -1 in the reverse inequalities).
(ii) We have already mentioned in §3 that (5.4) and (5.5) can easily be reduced to each other.
The following corollary is immediate from Theorem 5.3 .
Corollary 5.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3, for any 0 < 0 < 1 and 0 < q < oo the space (HPo(E0), HPl(Ex))6q coincides (with equivalent quasinorms) with the subspace of (LP°(Eo), Lp,(Ex))eq consisting of the functions analytic in the first variable. In particular, Remark. C may depend on u (and, of course, on k). The word "uniformly" refers to the fact ¡hat K does not depend on u &\W. We turn to describe some examples of spaces with the property just defined.
Lemma 5.7. The space L°°(Q, p) has oo-majoration property uniformly with respect to all weights u satisfying \H(u)\ < Cu, for some constant C.
For the proof, simply take b = HaHz/»^;//)) for a given a G L00(L00 (Í2, p) ).
To give less trivial examples, consider two measure spaces (Qi, px), (£l2, p2) and let F be a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (Qi, px). Denote by (ii, p) the product space (Qi x Q2, Pi x Pi) and consider the quasi-Banach lattice E -F(L°C(Q2, p2)) on (Sl,p) which consists of the bi-measurable functions g on (Q, p) such that g(oex, •) G L°°(p2) for a.e. coi G Qi and the function cox 1-+ \\g(cox, OIIl00^) ^s m F • The quasi-norm of g in E is then defined as that of this latter function in F.
Lemma 5.8. Let 0 < p < 00. If F^ is UMD for some a > 0 then E has pmajoration property uniformly with respect to all weights u satisfying M(u2) < Cu2, for some constant C.
Corollary 5.9. Let E be a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on some measure space (Ci, p) . Suppose that either E^ is UMD for some a> 0 or E = L°°(Q). Then for every 0 < p < oo, E has p-majorization property uniformly with respect to all weights u satisfying M(u2) < Cu2, for some constant C.
To see this, take in Lemma 5.8 the one-point space either for (Çi2, p2) or for (Qi./ii).
Finally, we remark that Lemma 5.2 follows from Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 5.9 since H(\) = 0 and M(\) = 1.
Proof of Lemma 5.8. Take K so large that Kp > 1 and FW is a UMD-space.
Let k > K be an integer and let a weight u satisfy M(u2) < Cu2 . Any positive function a G LP(E) can be viewed as a measurable function on T x Çix x £22 • We shall construct a majorant b satisfying (5.1), (5.2) and (5.6) that will not actually depend on oe2 G Q,2 .
Set ao(C, «i) = ess sup \a(Ç, oex, oe2)\x/2k, and let inductively a"(-, oex) = u(-)~l\H(u(-)a"-X(-, cox))\ (n > 1). We have F(2k) g UMD, u~2kp = (u2)~kp G Ax+kp and 2kp > 1 + kp. Therefore H is bounded from L2kp(F^2k^ ; u~2kp) into itself. Let Ci be its norm. Then for «>0.
\\an\\L2kP(EW) = Ilflnlli2*p(ir(2*)) = ||H(uan-X)\\L2kP(F(2k) ;m-2*p) Theorem 5.10. Let 0 < p0 < oo, 0 < px < oo, E0 and Ex be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (Q, p). Suppose that E^ is a UMD-space for some a > 0 and Ex has px-majoration property uniformly for the weights in âS. Then for any couple of weights wo,wx with \og(w^p°wxx'P{) G BMO we have K(t, f; HP«(Eo; wo), HP>(EX ; wx)) ( ' } <CK(t,f;LP°(Eo;w0),LP>(Ex;wx)) for any f G HPo(Eo ; w0) + HP,(EX ; wx) and any t > 0, where the constant C does not depend on f and t.
Theorem 5.11. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10, for any t > 0 and anỹ LP°(Eq;wq) LP>(Ex;wx) J fc HPo(E0;w0) Hp>(Ex;wx)
there exists f G LP°(E0 ; w0) n U1 (Ex ; wx) generating the class f in the both quotient spaces simultaneously such that J(t,f;LP°(Eo;wo),LP>(Ex;wx)) (5-8) <CJ/j. LP°(E0;w0) !/"(£,;«;,) Hpo(E0;wo)' H*(Ei;wi)J '
where C is a constant independent of f and t.
We leave to the reader formulating the counterpart of Corollary 5.5 for the weighted case.
Turning to the proofs of Theorems 5.10 and 5.11, we first multiply all the spaces considered by an outer function with modulus w\'Pl. Thus we can, and do assume that wx = 1, logtuo G BMO. The following crucial lemma is similar to Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 5.12. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10, given fo G LPo(Eo; wo) and /i G LPX(EX), there exists a function G G H00(L00(Q, p)) such that (5 9) maX{ll(l -G)foU>°(Eo;wo), 11(1 -G)fX\\LP0{Ea;Wo)} < CH/oIIl'o^ojiuo);
where C is independent of fo, fx. Proor. Let K > 0 be as in Definition 5.6 with Ei and pi instead of E and p. Take a large integer k > K such that kp0 > 1 and EQ2k] is UMD. As in §3, we find, via Lemma 1.1, a representation wq = (uouxx)2kp° where the weights Mo and Mi satisfy (3.2) and (3.3). (Recall that we also need for this kpo > 2y, where y is determined by wo.) In particular, wo G 3 § . Thus, given a G LPl(Ex), we can find b satisfying (5.1), (5.2) and (5.6) with u = «o and E, p replaced by Ex, px. We are going to apply that to the function a constructed as follows. Let QoCfi be the support of the space Ex . Since we have supposed (ñ, p) afinite, there exists a function ß g Ex strictly positive on fío > and all functions in Ex vanish off fío. We take a -\fx \ + eß , e being a small positive number such that ||a||Li(£,) < 2||/i||i/1(£l).
With the help of the above majorant b for this a, we define a function a on T x fí by a = max{l, |/06_1|1/2fc} on T x fío; a = 0 on T x (fí\fí0).
Then set (with the convention 0/0 = 0)
Uobi/Ma + iH^obV^a)' { ' ■ Of course, the operator H is applied here in the first variable. Clearly, F = 0 on T x (fí\fío) and by (5.1) for a.e. co e fío the function b(-, co)a(-, oe) is bounded away from zero. Hence F is analytic in the first variable. Moreover, by (5.6)
Uobl'2ka a Therefore, F e H00(L00 (Q,)) . Consequently, G G /T~(I,~(n)) and G = 0 a.e. on T x (fí\fi0), |G| < C\F\2k < C/a2k a.e. on T x fí0.
It follows, in particular, that ||<j||ff°°(L°°(£i)) < C. Hence to prove (5.9) and (5.10) it remains to show l|G7ol|jyi(£,) < C\\fi\\u>nEl), ||(1 -G)fx\\LPo(Eo-Wo) < C||/o||l"o(£0;U)0).
The first inequality follows immediately from |G/o| < Cb and \\b\\W(EÙ < C\\a\\m{El) < C\\fx\\mEl).
To prove the second inequality note that \l -G\ < C\\ -F\2k
Hence (recall that fx = 0 on T x (fí\fí0))
Now E(2k) is UMD, 2kpo > I + kp0 and u~2kp° G Ax+kpo. Therefore H is bounded on L2kp<>(E<02k) ; u\~2kp°), and it follows that the second summand on the right in the above inequality is dominated by the first one. Now (a-\)2kb < I/o| on T x fí0. Combining all the above estimates, we obtain Then find a function G G H°°(L00(Q.)) such that (5.9), (5.10) hold. Set g = (1 -G)f, h = Gf. Then we clearly have \\g\\vo(Eo;wo)<C\\fo\\vo(Eo;w0) and ||A||li>1(£i) < C\\fi\\Lpl(Ei).
On the other hand f = g+h and g, h are analytic in the first variable (because / and G are). Thus g G Hp°(E0; w0), he HP'(EX) and (5.7) clearly follows from K(t, f; HP°(E0, wQ),HP'(Ex)) < \\g\\H>o{Eo;Wo) + OT^1(£l)- Then there exist f0 G LP0(E0; w0) and fx G LPl(Ex) representing the class / such that ||/o||l"o(£o;u,0) < 1, ||/i||l"i(£,) < t~x. Again apply Lemma 5.12 to get G G H°°(L°°(Q) ). Then set / = Gf0 + (1 -G)fx. By (5.9) and (5.10) ll/l|z/o(£o;U)0) < C and WfWmiEi) < Ct~l, implying J(t, f; LP°(Eo ; w0), LPX (E)) < C. On the other hand, / generates the same class /, because G is analytic in the first variable. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.11.
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 can be proved similarly. One needs just to note that if wo -wx = 1, then clearly one can take uq = ux = I in the above factorization.
Hardy spaces: The complex interpolation
In this section we give counterparts of the results of §4 for the spaces of vector-valued functions. It is convenient to introduce a notion inspired by Lemma 4.2.
Definition 6.1. Let 0 < p < oo, E be a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (fí, p) and w a weight on T. The space LP(E;w) is said to admit sufficiently many analytic decompositions of unity if for every function a in a dense subset of LP(E;w) there exist b G Lp(E;w) and a sequence {<Pn}nez in //00(L°°(fí, p)) satisfying the following properties:
(6.1) b > \a\, a.e. on T x fí ; (6.2) \\b\\u,{E.w)<C\\a\\Lp(E.w); (6.3) ||p"||//oo(z.=o(ii)) <C, V«gZ; (6.4) \<p"\l'4b < C2" , a.e. on T x fí, V« G Z ; (6-5) ¿*ez l^l1/42" < Cb, a.e. on T x fí ; (6-6) E"<ez <Pn = 1, a.e. on T x fí ; (6.7) Y,n€Z<pna converges to a in LP(E;w), where C is a constant depending on E, p and w only.
Again (as in §4) we note that the <pn 's behave roughly as the functions Z{2»-'<*<2»} • It turns out that LP(E;w) admits sufficiently many analytic decompositions of unity if E is the same as in Lemma 5.8. Lemma 6.2. Let (ilx, px) , (fí2, p2) be two measure spaces and F a quasiBanach lattice of measurable functions on (fíi, ^i). Let E = F(L°° (Ci2, p2) ) be the quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (fí, p) = (Ùx x fí2, pxx p2) defined as in §5. If F^ is UMD for some a > 0, and 0 < p < oo then LP(E;w) admits sufficiently many analytic decompositions of unity for every weight w such that logw g BMO. Remark . Of course, under the same hypotheses LP(F; w) and LP(L°°(Çl2); w) also admit sufficiently many analytic decompositions of unity (take the onepoint space either for (fí2, p2) or for (fíi, px)). It can be shown that, moreover, L00(L00(fí2)) possesses all the properties described in Definition 6.1 except (6.7) (modify the reasoning below just as it has been done in the proof of Lemma 4.2 for p -oo).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. It is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2. We first claim that the family of bounded functions on T x fí is dense in LP(E;w). Indeed, let / G LP(E; w) . This is a function in three variables (Ç, cox, (o2) on T x ñi x fí2. Set En = {(£, cox) G T x fí,: esssupn2|/(Ç, oex, co2)\ < n} and fn = fXE"xtï2 (« G N). Then for every n G N /" is bounded on T x fí. It is clear that the UMD condition on F(a) implies that the dominated convergence theorem is valid in F. Hence, it is also valid in LP(F ;w). Then we easily deduce that /" converges to / in LP(E;w). This proves our claim. Now take a large k so that kp > 1, F^2^ is UMD and w admits a factorization w = (uou\~l)2kp with wo, ux satisfying (3.2), (3.3). Let a G LP(E; w) be a bounded function on T x fí. Assume also a positive. We shall construct functions b and <pn (n G Z) satisfying (6.1)-(6.7) which will not depend on co2.
Since a is bounded and positive, a < 2N a.e. on T x fí for some integer N. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we define by induction two sequences {G"}"<n C H°°(L°°(nx)) and {bn}n<N c ¿"»(¿«»(Qi)) as follows:
GN=l, bN(Ç,oex) = esssupa(Ç,(ux,oe2); a2 and for n < N -1 an(C, ©i) = max{l, (2-"¿>"+1(C, <ox))xl*k}, uq + iHuo Now for r > 0 we denote by E(lr) the quasi-Banach lattice of all sequences {*"} of functions in E such that co i-> (^ |xn(<y)|r)1/'' is in E, with the natural quasi-norm. Since 2k > 1 and .F(2fc) is UMD, it follows that FW (l2k) is also UMD (cf. [RF] We recall that a quasi-Banach lattice E is said to be cr-order continuous if for every decreasing sequence {x"}">o of positive functions in E /\n>0x" = 0 implies limn-.oo ||*"|| = 0. Theorem 6.3. Let 0 < po, px < oo, Wo, wi be weights such that logWj g L1 (;' = 0, 1) and E0 and Ei be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (fl, p) such that LP¡(Ej ; w¡) (j = 0, 1) admits sufficiently many analytic decompositions of unity. If one of Eq,Ei is a-order continuous, then for every O<0< 1 (6.8) (HP°(E0;Wo),HP>(Ei ; «;,))«, = fíP((E0, Ex)e; w), where I = ¿=* + f and w = wp{l-e)/PowPe/Pl. and then apply Theorem 6.3 to the couple of weights (w0/Powl /Pl, 1), instead of (wo, Wi)-) Proof. Let E = (Eo, Ex)e . We need only to verify the inclusion HP(E; w) c (HP°(Eo;wo),HP*(Ex ; wx))e.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let then f G Hp(E;w) with quasi-norm less than 1. We shall construct a function F G &(H*>{Eq ; w0), HP*(EX ; tu,)) such that \\F(0) -f\\Hp(E-w) < e, and \\F\\^-{Hp0(Eo.Wq)!Hp^Ei.Wi^ < C, with a constant C independent of /. Then we fix e small enough (its magnitude depends on the constant in triangle inequality) and iterate, that will prove the desired inclusion. Choose positive functions g¡ G LP'(Ej ;Wj) (7 = 0,1) such that l/l < go~V, a.e. on T x fí and \\gj\\LpJ(Ej,Wj) < 1, ; = 0, 1.
We may clearly assume that gj belongs to the dense subset of LP'(Ej ;Wj) in the Definition 6.1 and that logg;(-, w) e Ll for a.e. cuefi (7 = 0,1 We then deduce that E"ez^,o/o converges to f0 in ¿A>/(i-0)(£Ü/(i-0)). wŜ imilarly, X^ez^n.i/i converges to fx in LP*/e(Ex , wx). Now since one of Eo and Ex is a-order continuous, (Eo,Ex)e = ElsE¡ = E^-^E( cf. [KPS, p. 244] . Note that by E0l~eEf we denote the quasi-Banach lattice introduced by Calderón [C] . The product of the lattices E{0l/{l~e)) and E[l/e) is defined in the natural way, see the next section). It then follows that E E 9n,09m,lfof\ neZmeZ converges to / = 7^/1 in LP(E;w). So there exist h, and m¡ (j -0, 1) such that Corollary 6.4. Let E be a quasi-Banach lattice of measurable functions on (fí, p) such that E^ is UMD for some a > 0. Let 0 < Po, Pi < o° and 0 < 0 < 1. Then (6.9) (HPo(E), W{L*>(G)))e = HP((E, L°°{Q))e), with i = -^ + f .
Remarks, (i) It is evident that (E, L°°(fí))0 = E^^l~e^ .
(ii) Under the hypotheses of Corollary 6.4, (6.9) is also true for px = oo (see the remark after Lemma 6.2 and the arguments in §4). But at the time of this writing we do not know whether (6.8) and (6.9) hold if po = px = oo .
The couple (H°°(E0), H°°(EX))
The purpose of this section is to prove the following limit case of Theorem 5.3. Let E be a Banach lattice of measurable functions on (fí, p). We denote by E' the subspace of E* consisting of all the integrals. Theorem 7.1. Let Eo, Ex be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (fí, p). Suppose that Ex has p-majoration property (0 < p < oo) and E^ is a UMD-space and (E^)' is a norming subspace for some a > 0. Then there exists a constant C depending on E0 and Ex such that for any t > 0 and any feH°°(E0) + H°°(Ex), (7.1) K(t, /; H°°(E0),H°°(EX)) < CK(t, f; L°°(E0), L°°(EX)).
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is similar to and simplifies that of [X1, Proposition 6]. As in [XI], Theorem 7.1, will be derived from the following result, which seems to be of general interest. Theorem 7.2. Let E0, Ex be quasi-Banach lattices of measurable functions on (fí, p). Suppose that for some c*o > 0 and every a > a0 there exists a constant C = C(a, Eo, Ex) such that 1 K(t, /; H°°(E<f), H^(E{f))) < CK(t, f; L°°(E(0a)), L^(E(la))). Then (7.2) is true for all a <a0 as well (of course, with another constant C).
We remark at once that the method of proving Theorem 7.2 employed here is close to certain considerations of Pisier [P2] . The main idea of this proof has been discovered by the second-named author independently of [P2] . Note, by the way, that Pisier's method can be employed to give alternative proofs of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 in most cases, but the entire development of this paper was independent of [P2].
Assuming Theorem 7.2 established, we can easily deduce Theorem 7.1. By our general hypotheses on lattices of measurable functions (see §1), there is ao > 0 such that E^ and 2?[a) are Banach lattices for a > c*o. We also choose a0 so large that £¿ao) is UMD and (2s[ao))' is norming. On the other hand, E^ and ¿s{a) still satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 for a > a0. Therefore, by Theorem 5.3, there exists a constant C -C(a, E0, Ex) such that fVr>0, V/e#1(4a)) + #1(£Ía)). 1 K(t, /; H'(Ec\a)),Hl(E[a))) < CK(t, f; L\E^), Ll(E[a))).
As in [HP, Theorem 2.7] we dualize this statement but with (E^)' and (E[a))' instead of their duals (this is possible because there spaces are norming); so we obtain the following /-functional estimate about the quotient spaces:
w>o v/g^^n^-a^n H°°((E{0a))') H°° ((E[a) ) ') there exists / g L°°((^a))') n L°°((E\a))') representing / in both quotient spaces and satisfying /(/,/; Loo((£0a))'),Loo((^a))')) <Cj(t f-LOO((£oa))/) L°°((Eia)y)) -V' ' H^E^)')' H^E^)'))'
Then using a simple factorization again as in [HP, Theorem 2.7] , we see that this /-functional estimate is still true with L°°, H°° replaced respectively by Ll, H1. We dualize once more this last /-functional estimate to get (7.2). Thus (7.2) is true for every a > ao, and it remains to apply Theorem 7.2. We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 7.2. We first introduce some elementary notions. For two quasi-Banach lattices Eo and Ex of measurable functions on (fí, p), let E0EX = {*o*i : Xj eEj, 7 = 0,1} and for * G -Eo^i ||*lk£. = inf{||*oll£0ll*ilUi: * = *o*i, */ e Ej , 7 = 0,1}.
Then equipped with the above quasi-norm, EoEx becomes a quasi-Banach lattice on (fí, p). Similarly H°°(Eq)H°°(Ex) = {/«/i : fj G H°°(Ej) ,7 = 0,1}.
Equipped with its natural quasi-norm, H°°(Eo)H'x'(Ex) is a quasi-Banach space. Using the construction of outer functions, it is easy to see that (7.3) Hoo(E0)Hoo(Ex) = H°°(E0EX) (with equality of quasi-norms).
Lemma 7.3. Let (7.2) be true for all a > 3/2. Then (7.4) H^(E(2)E{2)) c (H°°(E0), H°°(Ex))i00.
Postponing the proof of Lemma 7.3 we are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Evidently, it suffices to show (7.2) for a = 1 supposing ao = 3/2 (then we can iterate the procedure to gain smaller values of a). So assume (7.2) is true for all a > 3/2. Take / G H°°(E0) + H°°(EX) such that K(t, f; L°°(E0), L°°(EX)) < 1. Let fi0 = {(o G fí: the function £ .-» /(£, co)
is not identically zero on T} . Since for some small s > 0 f(-,co)eHs for a.e. oe G fl, we can write / = uF, where u and F are measurable functions on T x fí, analytic in the first variable, h = F = 0 onTx (fí\fío), «(•, co) inner and F(-, co) outer for a.e. co G fío. In particular, |/| = 1771 a.e. on T x fí, and consequently K(t,F;L°°(E0),L°°(Ex))<l, which yields K(txl2, F1'2; L°°(E{2)), L°°(E{2))) < 72. Now F1/2 is analytic in the first variable and so F1'2 e H°°(E{2)) + H°°(E{2)). Hence by (7.2) with a = 2 > 3/2 K(tll2, F1'2 ; Hco(E{2)), H°°(E{2))) < C.
It then follows that there exists Fj G H°°(E{2)) (j = 0, 1) such that (7.5) Fl'2 = FQ + Fi and l^oll^^ + tl/2\\Fx\\Hoo{E?)) < C.
Then f = uF = uF02 + uF2 + 2uF0Fx and by (7.5), (7.4) K(t,f;H°°(E0),H°°(Ex)) < CK(t, uF02 + uF¡ ; H°°(E0), H°°(EX)) + CK(t, 2uF0Fx ; H°°(E0), H°°(EX)) <C + CK(t, uF0Fx ; H°°(E0), H°°(EX)) < C + Ct i \\FoFx\\Hoo{Ei2)Ei2)^ < C.
This shows (7.2) for a = 1 by homogeneity and thus concludes the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Lemma 7.3. We claim first that given r and s with 1 < r < s < 3, we have (7.6) H°°(E{0r)E[r,)) c (H°°(E0), Hoc(E^E\s')))eo00, where 0o = s'/r' (for 1 < p < oo, p' stands for the conjugate exponent:
1/P + !//>' = 1) • Indeed, let q be defined by l/r=l/s+l/q. Then by (7.3) H°°(E{0r)E\r']) = Hco(E^))H0O(E^)E{lr')). Now l/q + l/r' = 1/s' and s' > 3/2. Applying (7.2) with a = s' and using interpolation result on vector-valued L°° -spaces, we obtain (7.7) (H°°(E{0S>)), H°°(Ef%BOO = /J°°((2#'>, E?^). On the other hand, it is easy to check that (7.8) E^^^Ef^c(E^,E[s\0OO.
Indeed, if Eq and Ex are Banach lattices, this is a consequence of the result (which is well known and easy to prove) on the relation between the real and complex interpolations (cf., e.g., [BL] ). For quasi-Banach lattices considered in this paper there exists a > 0 such that E0a) and E[a) are equivalent to Banach lattices; so (7.8) is true for E¡ replaced by £Ja) (7 = 0,1), from which we easily deduce (7.8).
for a -1 from (7.4) and (7.2) supposed true for a = 2, i.e., what is called in [P2] for "square argument", and that of (7.6) from (7.2) supposed true for a>3/2.
Remark. By the same argument as above we can show the following: Let E0, Ex be quasi-Banach lattices. Let q0 and p0 > 0 be such that for every a, ß >ao and p, q >Po there exists C > 0 such that (7 12) [ W > °' V/ G HP{E°a)) + H9{Exß)) 1 K(t, f; HP(E{0a)),H«(E[ß))) < CK(t, f; LP(E{0a)), L«(E\ß))).
Then (7.12) holds for all a, ß, p, q .
This remark allows us to prove the following complement to Theorem 5.3. where C is a constant independent of t and f.
Proof. For example, suppose the duals (E^)* and (E^)* satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3. Then for any 0 < po, Pi <oo,(5.5) holds with E¡ replaced by (E^)* (7 = 0,1); so by the duality between K-and /-functionals (cf.
[BL]) we deduce (7.12) for all 1 < p, q < oo and a = ß > a0. Therefore, by the preceding remark, Proposition 7.4 is true in this case. We prove similarly the proposition in the remaining case. D
A particular and interesting case of Proposition 7.4 is that when Eo, Ex are Lorentz spaces on (fí, p). Let Ej = L^(fi, p), 0 < qj, rj < oo, j = 0,1.
Then clearly, these spaces satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 7.4. Therefore, we get Corollary 7.5. Let 0 < p}■■, q¡■, r} < oo (7 = 0,1). Then there exists a constant C depending on 0 < p¡, q¡, r} < oo (7 = 0,1) such that for any t > 0 and f G HP°(L<ioro(p)) + HP'(L0^(p)) K(t,f;HP°(LW°(p)),W(L«^(p))) < CK(t, f; LP"(L"^(p)),LP'(L^(p))).
